
English  This term, we are having a Historical focus. The 
books we are using are The prince, the cook 
and the cunning king by Terry Deary and The 
secrets of the sun king by  . We will be writing a 
variety of both fiction and non-fiction genres. 
Examples of writing we will be producing are 
persuasive letters, dairy entries, newspaper 
reports, non-chronological reports and a 
biography.    

Maths  Our units in Power Maths this term include 
place value with numbers up to 1 million, 
addition, subtraction, multiplication and 
division.  

Science  We cover two topics in science throughout the 
Autumn term. These topics are space and 
forces.  

History  In our history this term, we will be exploring 
the Tudors and the Ancient Egyptians. We will 
be discussing whether the Tudors were terrible 
or were their drastic ways justifiable? 
As we move into Autumn 2, we will be 
exploring the life of the Ancient Egyptians. We 
will be looking at all the great discoveries that 
were made.   

Art and Design and Technology. We will be drawing self-portraits in the style of 
Hans Holbein the famous monarch painter.  
In D&T, we will be creating our very own death 
masks in the style of Tutankhamun.  

P.E  Indoor PE- Live It and Get Active will be 
teaching us all about how to keep our minds 
and bodies healthy.  
Outdoor PE- Tag rugby where we will be 
learning how to work together as a team with 
the different strategies and tactics needed to 
be successful within a game situation.  

Music  In Music, we will be listening to a wide variety 
of music. We will begin to describe this music 
using technical vocabulary such as, pitch, 
tempo, tone and volume.   

PHSCE  We are learning all about how to be a good 
citizen. We will be covering aspects such as 
anti-social behaviour, rules of our school, rules 
of the community and the rule of law.  

 

 

 

What’s on in Year 5 this term?   

Monday 3:10-4:15pm Tag rugby  

Monday 3:10-4:00pm  Rainbows  



Thursday 12:15-1:00pm  Dance lunchtime club  

Friday 12:15-1:00pm  Basketball lunchtime club  
 


